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1.0 Introduction

Copyright April 2015	




	


The contents of this proposal are confidential and may not be used for any reason other than evaluation of
this design by TAG yachts, associated brokers and clients.	

The design may not be shared or otherwise used for any other reason. To do so violates Young Yachts
International Ltd intellectual property and copyright ownership. Identifiable design features have been noted
within YYD design logbooks.	

The contents of this proposal are intended to be subjective and are subject to change. No vessel may be
constructed from this proposal or ideas passed onto a third party for redesign or any other use. Young Yacht
Design Ltd does not accept any liability in any form regarding the accuracy or otherwise of any of the
information contained.	
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1.0 Introduction 	

.

1.1 Designed by Greg Young, the TAG 50 is a perfect blend between sailing
enjoyment, cruising comfort, performance and ease of ownership. The
unique/innovative layout sets the standard and breaks into new territory
altogether.
Imagine ...... a super yacht size master cabin, full beam cockpit/saloon living
areas, 2 private, large guest en-suite cabins, massive galley, dedicated
outboard sailing cockpits and much, much more. The TAG 50 really delivers.
Built to high production standards, the TAG 50 is also affordable, however
the bottom-line is the enjoyment of sailing and getting precise feedback and
exhilaration at the helm. The TAG 50 is an exciting new addition for TAG
yachts. 	


2.0 Design concept	

This vessel has a range of unique features that set the TAG 50 apart, yet the overall
foundation for this design is based on a very pleasing, timeless aesthetic approach that
will not date when compared to more radical designs. The cabin is relatively narrow with
long lines. This is a beautiful looking vessel.	

Underlining the excellent and exciting appearance, the sailing layout defies convention, yet
works so incredibly well. Here are some of the vessels main concept ideas:	

1.

Progressing forward from other recent designs by Greg Young, the TAG 50 takes
the open plan living concept into new territory. The main saloon has sliding doors
that slide away (hidden) and fully open up the main living areas to the outside
areas. The solution is extremely simple and opens up the living areas to offer
perfect 270deg views and massive air circulation.

2.

The twin sailing cockpits are the perfect place to enjoy sailing. The wheels are
located aft and outboard with a perfect view of the rig and waves, not to mention
ideal for reversing the vessel into a tight mooring or coming alongside.
However the main goal of the cockpit is sailing and here we have the sheet winches
directly available from the helm position. What makes this layout so appealing is the
outboard settee where everyone can sit and enjoy the sailing rather than stuck
behind the main cabin and separated from the sailing action.

3.

Probably the most interesting area is the owner’s area of the vessel. Moving
forward from the saloon, the bridge deck level master cabin is complete with a walk
around/king size bed (1.8m wide), shower and bathroom. The concept is akin to a
studio apartment and while it can be closed for full privacy, leaving it open allows
views forward and most important is the massive opening forward window/hatch,
which allows large volumes of air to pass through the vessel.

4.

Each hull has its own private en-suite cabin, which is normally considered an
owners stateroom on most other vessels. In total 3 x owners cabins.....

5.

Unique folding swim-ladder and passerelle for stern to mooring. These features are
really well done and offer a new take on practical usage.
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6.

Numerous details within the vessel construction such as built in anchor system
within the bowsprit. No forward beam. High aspect daggerboards. Lifting rudder
system. Large steering wheels and direct connection for maximum feedback/feel.
Large engine room. Unique dining/coffee table/day bed. Large screen TV. Large
navigation/office location. Bow crew cabin option. Carbon wing mast option and
large sail area.

!

	


"
"
"
"
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LOA

15,50

LOA with bowsprit

17,00

LWL @ 100% payload

14,78

Beam

8,53

Beam CL

6,00

Freeboard stern

1,04

Hull depth

0,54

Keel depth (Dagger Board)

3,00

Rudder depth

1,60

Bridge deck clearance

1,00

Displacement 0% Lightship
Displacement 50% payload
Displacement 100% payload
RIG Information
Mast length
Mast section

22,00
600x300 Wing

Mast height above water

25,10

Mainsail area

121,00

Working headsail area

68,00

Code zero area

173,00

Asymetric Gennaker

254,00

Ergonomics
Headroom hulls

2,10

Headroom salon

2,15

TANKS
Fuel capacity

600

Water capacity

800

Black & grey water capacity

360

Classification

CE Class A - Open Ocean

Designer

Young Yacht Design

Engineering

Rivoyre Ingenierie

"
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4.0 Design dynamics	

.

4.1 The TAG 50 has been designed as a highly detailed production boat
aimed at a very competitive price point. 	


.

4.2 The main construction materials are PVC/Corecell cores, E glass fabrics,
carbon structural parts, daggerboards/rudders/bowsprit. Vinylester resins,
vacuum infused and cooked. 	


.

4.3 The entire vessel is female moulded and uses very detailed tooling to
create efficient, integrated structures and interior liners to give 100%
accuracy and high levels of finish. Designed and built using the latest 3D
technology, the TAG 50 represents the leading edge in production boat
building. 	


.

4.4 The reverse bow shape enhances performance by restricting pitching
with lots of low down buoyancy and minimal buoyancy higher up so the
water sheds easily. The bow shape also blends very well into the hull shape
which features narrow waterlines and a flattened egg shell section shape to
give a high waterplane, flatter rocker lines which all enhance speed and offer
less pitching. 	


.

4.5 The bridge deck clearance is over 1m and combined with reasonable
freeboard heights creates a good offshore sailing vessel. Further enhanced
by the chamfer panel design that tapers, the TAG 50 has minimal underdeck
structures that waves will hit. 	


.

4.6 Unusually – there is no forward beam. The vessel is sufficiently strong
fore and aft that we have been able to remove this weight and drag yet
maintain good rig support. The anchor system and furling units are all built
into the bowsprit also. 	


.

4.7 Daggerboards are high aspect for maximum upwind pointing ability.
Angled at 5deg outboard, they are raised and lowered manually via a simple
purchase system. 	


.

4.8 Rudders also raise and lower manually via a rudder/quadrant design.
They are high aspect and offer perfect helm feedback due to the large wheel
and quadrant set up. 	


.

4.9 Overall the TAG 50 is designed for high sailing performance and
enjoyment and this feature should not be overlooked. 	


"
"
"
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5.0 Deck layout
5.1 Starting in the bow, the TAG 50 has a removable 1.5m bowsprit tip. This is so you
can reduce the vessel length to an all-important 15m (49’3”) this allows you to
moor it within a 15m berth. The carbon bowsprit end is a tapered socket design
with a single pin and no stays, so very easy to remove and insert when you need
to. 	

.

5.2 The Code zero/Gennaker furling unit line is lead to the aft cockpit, so no one
has to go forward to furl these sails. The self-tacking headsail is also lead aft to the
cockpit. 	


.

5.3 The anchor system is built within the bowsprit and the chain and anchor winch
is located aft by the main cabin to move this weight as close to the vessel centre of
gravity as possible. There is a hatch to access the winch and chain storage. All very
neat and easy to operate. 	


.

5.4 The trampolines each have a solid tramp material at the cabin/foredeck
juncture to help restrict spray when traveling at speed. The tramp is attached to the
hull/cabin with a boltrope and is tensioned only on the forward and inboard edges. 	


.

5.5 All deck hatches are flush Lewmar hatches with built in moulded drains. The
main cabin windows are moulded and flush fitted also. The centre window is fully
opening and features a large moulded drain system and double seals for 100%
watertightness. Each side of the hatch are a set of steps cleverly moulded into the
cabin giving easy steps to the mast area. 	


.

5.6 The mast area has a self-tacking jib track and notably a rebated central area of
the cabin, which does a few things. It gives a good foot hold if working around the
boom area, directs all rain water from the rig - forward and down to the large
drains which could optionally be set up with a scupper/valve to direct fresh water to
the tanks. The rebated area can also be set up with an array of flexible solar panels
for trickle charging the batteries. 	


.

5.7 The mast has two winches mounted on the side. One is for halyards and the
other for reefing lines. The boom is low and easy to reach when reefing also. The
mainsheet track is located on the cabin-top where it is safe and effective. 	


6.0 Sailing cockpits 	

.

6.1 The vessel is set up with two sailing cockpits and sailing controls led to both
sides. The helm position and crew can reach the mainsheet traveller, mainsheet and
jib sheet with ease. The headsail furling lines are also aft. In effect you can sail the
vessel single-handed. Under the winches is a large rope locker so all sheet tails etc.
can be stowed safely and tidily out of the way. 	


.

6.2 The TAG 50 has a created a large useable area aft by not having the more
traditional built in steps. By building in the passerelle and swim ladder, we have
extended the cockpit useable area and kept it all on one level. 	
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.

6.3 The Starboard side has a fold out swim ladder that is 800mm wide and extends
below the waterline so it’s very easy and very secure to get on and off the boat
from the water. This makes a huge difference for less mobile people + when set up
for diving. The ladder has full size treads and when folded away creates a 100%
flush cockpit. 	


.

6.4 The Port side has a dedicated passerelle that also folds open. It extends 1.5m
aft and can handle a variety of floating dock heights. What’s great about it is that
its hinge is very secure and you don’t have to attach it to a halyard. This means
that it doesn’t bounce around and at 800mm wide - it is very nice to walk on and
off vessel. Optionally it can have a additional fold out section for greater reach and
demountable wheels.

10 of 26
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.

6.5 The helm has a side seat so you can comfortably perch yourself here
and have a very secure and comfortable place to sail from “keelboat style”.
The 1m wheel /large quadrant gives excellent feedback and a waterproof
chart plotter is built into the carbon pedestal with engine controls rebated
outboard and engine starting panels under the seat. 	


.

6.6 The helm position is ideal for looking at sail trim, steering through waves
and as it’s a long way aft, the bow spray misses this area (and even more so
with the unique wing design built into the hull topsides). Manoeuvring the
vessel couldn’t be easier as you are aft and can see both sterns and directly
down the topside. This compares favourably to amidships/forward single
steering stations. 	


.

6.7 One of the great features of this design is that you can enjoy sailing with
friends being part of the action. The outboard settee is very sociable yet well
protected from spray and wind. It really is an ideal arrangement. Such a
great place to sit and enjoy sailing. 	


.

6.8 Under each settee is a moulded locker for storage of rods, snorkel gear
and a variety of uses including an optional drinks fridge or icebox. The seat
backs/seat/upholstery are one item that hinges at the top edge making it
quick and easy to access the locker. 	


.

6.9 Forward in the cockpit and each side at the cabin end are two large
utility lockers for storing cleaning equipment, hanging wet coats and other
daily use items. Under the locker is a large opening port for the guest cabin
ventilation/light. 	


.

6.10 The engine room access hatch is built into the cockpit sole and is a
large hatch so lots of air and light can enter this area when working there.
Directly inboard is an easy access ladder and note that the engine can be
removed through this hatch if needed. 	


.

6.11 The foredeck is reached with two easy steps. The pulpit is located here
and gives a strong handhold going forward. Also in this area each side is the
filler for fuel. Note that the water filler is further forward to avoid confusion/
spillage issues etc. The mid- ship springs cleat is also located in this area. 	


"
"
"
"
"
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7.0 Main living areas 	

.

7.1 To understand this layout it’s important to note that the cockpit and
saloon areas combine into this massive living area. We recognised that most
of the time spent on- board is in nice anchorages and warm climates. In this
regard there is no better layout than the TAG 50. 	


.

7.2 The full beam of the vessel is used to good effect with the outboard
cockpits. The central seated area is always fully shaded and the outboard
cockpits can be left exposed or optionally you can add simple sunshades to
cover this area that can even be left up while sailing... 	


.

7.3 Visually and one of the TAG 50s biggest features is the immense feeling
of space this innovation offers. The cabin fully opened is simply stunning and
unlike any other vessel. The side panels slide forward, the twin rear windows
drop down for unobstructed views and an open feeling. Note that the front
panels can open individually to allow quick access in wet weather without
opening the entire cabin. The side panels interlock to create a weather tight
situation. 	


.

7.4 The main reason we do this is so that when the weather is bad, we can
simply close the cabin and be left with one of the biggest saloons and living
areas seen on a catamaran this size and certainly on a performance vessel
like this. The saloon lounge/dining area is massive and well positioned for
views outboard as well as internal living. The galley is very large also. So by
creating this flexibility of space usage to suit the weather, the ideal
compromise has been found. 	
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.

7.5 Instead of creating an internal dining area a similar exterior dining area
we have been able to create a single large area that combines these spaces
and similar needs for greater use of space. The saloon can seat 10 people
with ease as well as 8 for dining (great for when you have guests on-board).
The dining table is a special design that has 4 modes: 	

•

Coffee table with cup tray built in to keep drinks safe when sailing 	


•

50% dining table for corner seating when raised to table height 	


•

100% full size dining table that can seat 8 people with real comfort
and space 	


•

Table can be lowered and set up as a large day bed with 2 fill in
cushions. Ideal
for watching movies or simply relaxing. 	


•

Similar to the much larger TAG 60, the Galley unit has a built in 42” flat
screen
TV.
Underneath the seats are moulded storage compartments for long
term food storage. The seats hinge upwards easily to make it very
easy to get into these spaces. 	


.

7.6 The headroom in the TAG 50 saloon is outstanding with 2.3m in many
places, 2m is the minimum. What’s unusual is that normally cats have cabins
that are wide and short fore and aft, the TAG 50 enclosed living area is very
large and unusual for this size of catamaran. 	


.

7.7 The galley is not unlike its larger sister – the TAG 60. The central galley
bench is 1m wide, which has created a lot of useable bench space. There is
room for 4 x fridge draws, proper rubbish bin and under bench storage one
side and on the other significant dedicated crockery and appliance storage
lockers. 	


.

7.8 Outboard is the stove bench and again this has significant bench space
for a large electric cook top or gas cooktop, with a built in convention
microwave oven and/or grill. Full set of large draws, pots and pans storage
and a daily use food storage pantry. Above the stove is an extractor with
food storage lockers each side. 	


.

7.9 Overall the galley is exceptional and you can really live on-board and
create wonderful meals and circulate freely with the open plan design. Quite
unusual on a cat this size and performance. 	


.

7.10 The navigation/office table is to port and has a large enough table top
for normal size paper charts, laptops etc. and with lid storage, large storage
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locker under and an instrument unit large enough for a chart plotter and all
necessary vessel gauges and communications, this is the nerve centre for
running the on-board systems. 	

.

7.11 Each side of the cabin forward are easy/wide stairs down to the guest
cabins. The doors slide open and this alone gives a greater feeling of space
as you descend into the cabin. 	


.

7.12 Each side of the master cabin door entries is an illuminated mode
lighting panel. The idea is to have either blue white or red lighting to create
special affects when having guests on-board or sailing at night. 	


.

7.13 Each side of the mast post is a sliding door. These disappear sideways
and fully open up the cabin to the main living area. Not unlike a studio
apartment. During the day you leave the doors open and can have good
views forward, not to mention allow massive air movement when the master
cabin window/hatch is opened.

"
"



	


"
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8.0 Master cabin 	


.

8.1 The Master cabin on the bridge deck level is something not seen before
on a cat this size. First you have to consider this is a performance sailing
catamaran with reasonably narrow hull shapes. Normally on a catamaran like
this you are faced with a small cabin with a double bed you must climb into/
over that is sometimes too small.
Having said that – this concept will take a bit of getting used to and won’t
suit everyone, yet I think that if you look at the overall concept – what it
gives you outweighs any perceived disadvantages: 	

•

The master cabin has a large volume and feeling of space. 	


•

Guest cabins are private and considered master cabins in their own
right on any
other cat this size. 	


•

When you are in a “hot humid climate”, you can fully open the forward
hatch above the bed to have maximum air inside the cabin. This is a
huge advantage in my opinion compared with hull cabins and air
conditioning. 	


•

The hatch is glass and would normally create massive heat in the
vessel as part of the sleek cabin shape. However as it can open, it
allows hot air to escape and avoid the normal build up. When locked
for long periods, the window has blinds on the inside and a window
shade cloth on the outside or if cruising, I would set up a shade
awning over this area and leave it open all the time. 	
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•

The final question is regarding privacy. When the doors are closed –
the cabin is private and your own domain. With the doors open so you
have views forward - yes your cabin is exposed/open to guests onboard and it’s nice to make the bed for sure.... But really is it a big
deal to have the cabin open to your family and friends like that? I
thought about this a lot and for the any advantages this cabin offers, I
really don’t think it’s a big issue at all. It’s a new concept – but why
not? 	


.

8.2 The master cabin has a 2.2m x 1.8m KING size bed that you can walk
around. Like a Super yacht almost. Sleeping in this cabin will be very quiet as
it is suspended at bridge deck level above the water. At night with the hatch
open or the hatch blinds open, you can gaze at the stairs above. You can
even check your moored position during the night without even leaving
bed..! 	


.

8.3 The master cabin even has an optional flat screen TV so you can relax
and watch movies in bed. More than that – when you have kids on-board
and the adults are in the saloon, this is a great spot for them to watch a
movie, yet be close at hand also. It’s a nice option. 	


.

8.4 Each side of the bed is a bedside table and port and starboard wardrobe
for hanging clothes and also a set of shelves and nice foot space for shoes
etc. However most clothes storage can be found with two large draws that fit
under the bed. Lots of space for living aboard. 	


.

8.5 Each side we have symmetrical curved glass doors to a shower one side
and toilet and hand basin the other. Despite being in the tapering side of the
cabin, there is sufficiently good headroom for both spaces. The shower is full
size and has a moulded finish with lots of nice details built in. The bathroom
has a full size toilet with plenty of room to sit or stand. The hand basin is
suspended above the bench and there is lots of storage under the bench and
also behind the mirror. The aft wall of the bathroom has a large mirror and
towel handrail under. 	
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.

9.0 Guest cabins 	


.

9.1 One cabin to each hull and yet you still have 3 en-suite cabins on-board. That’s
luxury. No wasted space trying to squeeze past a bathroom so small you can’t even
move around in. By creating a single cabin in each hull – we not only have better
cabins and bathrooms, we can also maintain our performance package of slim,
performance hull shapes. 	


.

9.2 The feeling of space starts as you descend the stairs – instead of reaching the
base of the stairs and having a door forward and aft and a wasted “landing” space,
the cabin uses up all the available space to give good visual and real volume. 	


.

9.3 Directly aft is the double berth 2.1 x 1.5m. The mattress sits in a special “tray”
that is hinged at the aft end to give excellent access to the moulded under bed
compartments. The moulded spaces under the bed can in fact fit most normal
suitcases and offers significant long-term storage. 	


.

9.4 Please note that these cabins can also be (optionally) set up as single berths as
required. 	


.

9.5 Each side of the bed is a narrow shelf to put books, phones etc. as needed.
The cabin has a large opening hatch to the cockpit that helps air circulate and
provides extra light. However – what is unique is the way the cabin receives
abundance of light form the side cabin windows above. It’s a bit like a chimney of
light helping the cabins feel light and less claustrophobic. 	


.

9.6 Aft of the main bulkhead is the daggerboard case. It has a furniture unit to
hide it, complete with shelfs and optional flat screen TV.... (I think we have enough
Tv’s already though! Note that hull port is a large size for good views outboard. 	


.

9.7 Forward of the main bulkhead is a dresser and another hull port outboard.
Shelfs under the bench top. There is a deck hatch in this area also. 	


.

9.8 Inboard is the main wardrobe with full height door that has an optional mirror.
Inside the wardrobe is a hanging space but also a set of shelves for clothes
storage. Some space for shoes also. 	


.

9.9 The bathroom is really great. Here you have a great toilet space and hand
basin area with good storage under bench and full size mirror. Outboard is a set of
towel rails and large port, however it’s the shower that is truly great. 2.2m
headroom, full size foot space and spacious. Makes you feel 100% at home. 	


.

9.10 The bathroom also has its own deck hatch and with these hatches open and
the master cabin/cockpit hatch open, a good flow of air can be created through the
cabin when at anchor. 	


.

9.11 Under the soles are built in Fuel, water and black water tanks. To access the
fillers, vents and plumbing connections, we have a deck hatch fitted into the sole
(as well as bilge pump). This makes life easy should you ever have a problem or
need to do maintenance. 	
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10.0 Bow lockers	

.

10.1 The TAG 50 has long, slender bows, however there is sufficient room in
each bow to storage all the necessary items such as fenders, Gennaker, Code
zero, spare halyards/sheets plus a range of water-sports equipment such as
inflatable kayaks, paddleboards, dive equipment and so forth. 	


.

10.2 Access is via the deck hatch and alloy ladder. The locker has a sole that
is set above the waterline complete with valve so it can even be hosed out to
clean it and it will self drain. Storage of equipment is via a SS rail and nets
attached to the hull sides. 	


.

10.3 Do you want a fourth cabin? Maybe useful for chartering or as an extra
cabin for the extended family/children. One of the bows we can sacrifice and
create twin bunks one above each other and put a door into the guest
bathroom shower so both cabins share the single bathroom. Storage would
be limited to being under one of the bunks, so I don’t consider it a long-term
cruising situation. 	


11.0 Engine rooms and systems	

.

11.1 Due to our unique layout, the engine rooms are a great size and
located further forward in the vessel for better weight distribution, yet not
inside the sleeping cabins at all. 	


.

11.2 Access is via the cockpit hatch and a set of steps. Currently being
designed, the engine room will be home to all mechanical and electrical
components with great access and a clear, easy to understand layout. 	


.

11.3 Please refer to the vessel specification for the standard specification
and options. 	


.

11.4 Directly aft, the lifting rudders are raised manually within a rudder
case. What’s nice about this system is the 700mm quadrant to give great
mechanical advantage for the steering system. We are expecting exceptional
helm feedback. The system itself is pretty simple and rugged. 	


.

11.5 Daggerboards are raised and lowered with purchase systems within the
daggerboard cases and the daggerboard posts. Yes you do have to leave the
cockpit to manually raise or lower them, but overall it’s a simple easy system. 	


.

11.6 The RIB max size is 3.8m, which is pretty amazing for a cat this size.
There are no davits. Instead the RIB is hoisted via a purchases system within
the cabin overhang back to the traveller winches. Again nice, simple and very
effective.

"
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12.0 Sailing the TAG 50	

12.1 The TAG 50 is a genuine performance sailing cat. It belongs to the new breed
of sailor who wants to have their cake and eat it. The basics of a performance
sailing multihull are:	

•

Light weight with optimal weight concentrations 	


•

Sufficiently large sail area 	


•

Slender hulls with high bridge deck clearance, easily driven through a range
of
wave states, with lots of low down buoyancy forward/wave piercing bow
shape 	


•

Stiff structure (less platform torsion for improved rig tensions) 	


•

High aspect, performance foils for greater lift for less drag 	


•

Light, stiff rig 	


•

The sum of all details in all aspects of vessel design and construction
Combine these needs with the needs of handling and safety and you have
the TAG 50. 	




	


"
.

"
"
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12.2 The TAG 50 will have 3 x rig options: 	

1.

Alloy mast and boom to suit lowest budget. Smaller sail plan than other 2
rigs and lower modulus sail material. SS 1 x 19 rigging

2.

Carbon mast and boom. Non-rotating mast and park ave boom. Simple and
the lightest rig. PBO rigging

3.

Rotating full carbon wing mast for highest performance and most fun sailing
and for racing. Boom is a carbon V shape design. Carbon rigging

.

12.3 The TAG 50 is designed for a code zero and furling Gennaker to cover most
downwind angles and wind strengths. The furling unit is permanently fitted to the
bow and the sails interchange with a fast pin. There is no downhaul; luff tension is
from the 2:1 halyard. 	


.

12.4 The mainsail halyard is 2:1 and the mainsail head is square, so will use a
similar headboard design as the TAG 60. 	


.

12.5 Reefing is done at the mast with conventional reef lines to the winch. The
mainsail lazy jacks guide the sail up and down so minimal flaking is needed. 	


.

12.6 The Cunningham is lead aft to each cockpit and is an important sail shape
control. 	


.

12.7 The self tacking headsail has a 2: 1 sheet split to each cockpit, the track
allows up to 10degres of upwind sheeting angle (8deg optimum). To sheet this sail
wider for blast reaching, we have a folding pad eye and snatch block purchase and
attach the code zero sheet to the sail to move it wider and still keep good leech
tension. 	


13.0 TAG Yachts	

.

13.1 In 2008, TAG yachts were formed and 3 x TAG 60s have been launched to
date. The TAG 50 follows on from the innovative TAG 60 and benefits massively
from the trickle down of experiences and technology from their first TAG yachts
venture. 	


.

13.2 The TAG 50 project started after a high level of interest for a smaller more
affordable vessel, but one similar in its forward thinking and innovative style. We
are very excited by this design and think it will set new standards in all areas. 	


.

13.3 TAG yachts are investing in full production tooling, jigs and streamlined
production systems to make the TAG 50 not only accurate and highly detailed, but
lightweight and affordable. 	


Young Yacht Design welcome questions and feedback for this new design and look forward
to when the first TAG 50 gets launched.	

greg@youngyachtdesign.com sales@tagyachts.com	
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